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Story

It is summer and Peppi and her friends discover the fun of long summer nights on a festival ground - the

reader decides where the night will take Peppi and her friends. Each chapter offers a number of possible

ways to continue the story: should Peppi chose to talk a walk with her favorite band member Jason, even

though she knows that her sister is in love with him, or should she decide to go out with super brain Pascal?

Franziska Gehms's easy-going style incites the reader to take part in her interactive story.

Making out with Fabian? Dancing with Jaro? Or rather going swimming with Jasper? Everything is possible

in our series for girls aged 13+. When Franziska Gehm writes with lots of humour about the chaotic love

lives of her female protagonists, nobody knows yet how the story is going to end. Only the reader herself will

determine who is going to experience what with whom! In every book a different girl is the protagonist. In her

casual, funny tone Franziska Gehm has developed likeable protagonists the readers can easily identify with.

Moreover, she writes in the target group's language
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Franziska Gehm was born in 1974. She studied English, psychology and intercultural economy

communication in Germany, England and Ireland. After finishing her studies she worked at a grammar

school in Denmark, for a German radio station and in a publishing house. Today she works and lives as an

author and translator in Munich with her family. Many of her books have been translated into various

languages.
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